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In this paper we will describe how to use the “Meat-Axe” of 
R. Parker [9] to construct two 28-dimensional matrix representations of 
the covering group of the Higman-Sims group, denoted by 2. HS, over the 
finite field GF, of order 5. 
These techniques have been developed in Cambridge over a number of 
years. The first use of them was the construction by Norton and Parker 
(see [S]) of the 112-dimensional representation of the sporadic simple 
group J4 over the field of order 2. These matrices have been used, for 
example, in determining the maximal subgroups of J4 (see [S]). 
There are also other examples involving sporadic groups such as the 
11 l-dimensional representation of the Lyons group Ly over the field of 
order 5 (see [ 11 I), the 45-dimensional representation of the triple cover 
3 . O’N of the O’Nan group over the field of order 7 (see.[12]) and the 
248-dimensional representation of the Thompson group Th over the field 
of order 3 (see [IS]). 
At the end of this paper we will write down two 28 x 28 matrices over 
GF, which generate 2. HS. 
THE GENERAL METHOD 
This construction follows the general method described in [ 111, with 
some modifications. The idea is to build the representation p: G 4 GL( I’) 
of the group G, where V= (GFg)28, from the representations of certain 
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subgroups H and K. If H and K intersect in a subgroup L, we have the 
following diagram: 
G 
/\ 
“\ / 
K 
L 
In our case, let G = 2 . HS, and H and K be two isomorphic subgroups 
such that H r Kz (2 x A8). 2. Then H and K are subgroups of 2. HS of 
index 1100, and can be chosen so that H n K = L E C, x Se. Hence we have 
the following diagram: 
2.HS 
/ \ 
(CzxA,).2rH E K~(C~x4.2 
\ / 
The normaliser of L in 2 . HS is a group (C, x S,) .2, in which elements 
of N(L)\L realise the outer automorphism of S6, modulo the central 
involution, and interchange H and K. 
Following [ 111 the general method of construction of a representation 
p of a group G can be divided into the following steps: 
(1) Restrict the representation p to H and K. 
(2) Construct appropriate matrix groups pl( H) E H and p,(K) g K, 
so that pi is equivalent to pIH and pz is equivalent to ~1~. 
(3) Choose L as a subgroup of H and as a subgroup of K, by 
choosing two sets of generators for L such that one set gives L as a 
subgroup of H and the other set gives L as a subgroup of K. We now have 
two different but equivalent representations pi ) L and pz IL of L. 
(4) Using “SB” (Standard basis) of the “Meat-Axe,” change pz to an 
equivalent representation pk such that pi 1 L = pi 1 L. 
(5) Change pi to an equivalent representation p;‘, while keeping 
PG’I~=P~I~, so that <p,(ff),dW))rG. 
Notation. We write the elements of the group (2 x A8). 2 as + 7r (for 
even permutations rc) or kin (for odd permutations n), where rc E S8. 
Similarly, the faithful characters of this group are obtained from those of 
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Ss by using the fact that ~(Jrc) = A. ~(71) for 2 = ) 1 or + i. If x is an 
irreducible character of A, that extends to Ss, we obtain four corre- 
sponding characters of (2 x A,) .2, which we denote x+ , x _, xi, and xei. 
These are obtained from the character printed in the ATLAS [2] by 
multiplying the character values on odd permutations by 1, - 1, i, and - i, 
respectively. Thus xi and x _ i are faithful characters, while x + and xP 
are characters of the quotient Ss. Similarly if xU and x,, are irreducible 
characters of A, that are fused in Ss, we obtain two corresponding 
characters of (2 x A,) .2 which we denote xuh+ and xahm. Here xah- is 
faithful and xrr,,+ is not. 
THE CONSTRUCTION IN DETAIL 
In this section we describe these steps in detail. 
Srep 1. To construct our 2%dimensional representation p of 2. HS 
over GF,, we first choose the subgroup HE (2 x As). 2 of index 1100 in 
2. HS, and restrict p to H. Now the Brauer tree for one of the 5-blocks of 
(2 x As) .2 is 
7” 21,. 21, 7, 
7, 28, 42 28 / 7 , 
and restricting p to (2 x A*) .2, we obtain a representation with character 
7, + 21,. In fact this representation is a direct sum 7,@ 21,, since 7, and 
21 b are not adjacent in the tree (see [ 1 I). 
Step 2. We construct an 8-dimensional representation for HE (2x A,) ‘2 
by taking the natural permutation representation of S, and multiplying 
the odd permutations by i (with the convention that i= 2 in GF,). We chop 
up this representation using the Meat-Axe to obtain a 7-dimensional 
irreducible representation which (without loss of generality) is 7,. Then 
using the usual method of tensoring and chopping up into irreducible 
representations we find that 
7@7=1+7+20+21. 
7020=2(7)+20+2(21.)+21,+43. 
In this way we constructed a matrix group p,(H) E H of dimension 28 as 
7021,. We checked that this is the right one (i.e., 7,+ 21, in our earlier 
notation) by looking at the traces of certain elements of the group in the 
7- and 21-dimensional representations. We may take p,(K) to be the same 
matrix group, since H and K are conjugate in 2. HS. 
Step 3. In this step we restrict the representation from the group 
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Hr(2xA,).2 to a subgroup L of H. Choose LrC,xS,. We find words 
in the generators of H which give generators of L. Similarly we find words 
in the generators of K giving generators of L. 
Wefirsttakex,=i(l2)andy,=i(78)(23456)aselementsofH,and 
then we have (x,,y,)%CqxS6. We want (x,,y,)gC,xS, in K, with 
x2, y, satisfying the same relations as x1, y,. We know from the earlier 
discussion that the permutation parts of x2 and y, may be obtained from 
those of x, and y, by applying any outer automorphism of S,. Without 
loss of generality this means that 
x2=fi(12)(36)(45) and y,= ki(78)(23456). 
But only one case gives an equivalent representation for L. By trying all 
four cases we find that the correct case is 
x=-i(l2)(36)(45) and y=-i(78)(23456). 
Step 4. Now using the Meat-Axe we chop the 28-dimensional represen- 
tation for L into irreducible representations. We find that it breaks up as 
a direct sum l,@ 1, @ 5,@ 5, @ 8, @ 8,. We now have two different but 
equivalent representations p1 1 L and p2 1 L of L. We use the program SB 
(Standard base) of the Meat-Axe (see [9]) to put both into standard form. 
In other words, we change p, to pi and pr to pi in such a way that 
p;(xl) = p;(x*) and p;(y,) = p;(y,). Thus both occurrences of L (as a 
subgroup of H and as a subgroup of K) are now represented by the same 
matrices. On the other hand, H and K, which were originally represented 
by the same matrices, are now represented by different ones. 
Step 5. Our aim in this final step is to find two or more 28 x 28 
matrices as generators for 2. HS. To do so we have to change p; to pi by 
conjugating p;(K) by an invertible matrix T centralizing p;(L). One or 
more of these matrices will serve to change K in order to extend H to G; 
that is, to change p;(K) to pi(K)=~b(K)~ so that (p;(H), p;(K)) g 
2 .HS. (Equivalently we could change p;(H), since (p;(H), P;(K)~) is 
conjugate to (p;(H)‘-I, p;(K)).) 
Now the matrix T has the diagonal form 
a2 
a3 
0 
0 
a4 
a5 
a6 l 
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where a,, a2, a3, a4, as, and a6 are scalar matrices of dimensions 1, 1, 
5, 5, 8, and 8, respectively, since restricting p to L we have 
~(~=l~Ol~O5~O5~+8~+8~. These fuse to give the two constituents 
(1.+lb+5,) and (5b+8,+8,,) of ~1~. Similarly the irreducible con- 
stituents of p( K are (1, + 1, + 5b) and (5, + 8, + 8,). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that a, = 1 and a5 = 1, 
because if T is a scalar matrix on each of (1, + 1 h + 5,) and (5, + 8, + 8,) 
then T fixes p; (i.e., centralizes p;(K)). Similarly if T is a scalar on 
(56 + 8, + 8,), then T-’ centralizes p;(H); so we may assume that a4 = 1. 
Therefore we are left with four cases 1, 2, 3, and 4 for each of a,, a3, and 
a6. We checked the 64 cases and ended up with two cases which generate 
2. HS and 62 cases which do not. To verify this we showed that for each 
of the 62 cases, (H, KT) has elements of order larger than the largest order 
of an element in 2. HS. In the two remaining cases we obtain two different 
28-dimensional representations. We call them 28, and 28,. Using the 
program SB (Standard base) of the Meat-Axe we can prove that 28, is just 
the dual representation of 28,. Since 2. HS does have a 28-dimensional 
representation generated in this way, it follows that our matrices must 
generate 2 . HS. 
TABLE I 
Two Generators for 2. HS over GF, 
0000000044214043402400000000 0000000010300412431222321003 
0002010000000000000043323424 0004004012301101342330213232 
0323212213201321204120420313 1332413312004332030103414304 
0013211033424043402421112412 1042303030404111121020444010 
0114131404323413102310210434 3131024144200142343022~00032 
0030003044212024201202434203 4343012033241404213002104203 
0000000022134234301400000000 2114321001030001331323404042 
0000000100104232332432332032 0000000310014012312024300233 
0000000000404323434100000000 0000000201344022302000000000 
3002011000303141313242132230 0000000400132300243423313143 
3000001000000000000000000000 3003033004002433322234221142 
2002014300004000133001241244 3000030000000000000000000000 
2000100400400003300122243111 4231144401304004121143220200 
0000402000403231310201243304 0340340214333303133014422142 
2000100300104031404004312201 1244331301022433110101300443 
0000402100100340330210431034 3122443142343103143244041142 
3000003000000131210104312201 1244331111310343423014430123 
1000001000000212420202431103 2143322343230312031321244411 
2000203000004314142204312201 3122443244232140240434303121 
2000404000202342324143243423 2223402100134423210114422113 
0330003342242202311110100301 3001304242441314131323223143 
0440004123420000000043122132 0200140134101124131333210331 
0432343123420212110242022112 0200140122303240423320101142 
0043214202304323342123431032 2004201144022400344410302243 
0134133230330212110234443143 4333212341332343410233401443 
0313211140440424220413331231 3431434430241100310031144030 
0144134134430343440331322341 1242443321040300100013424231 
0323212342241444323140212044 4143422440223334420213234244 
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These two 28-dimensional representations for 2. HS were used to find 
the 5-modular characters of 2 . HS and 2 . HS : 2 (see [ 131). Two generators 
for 2 . HS in the representation 28, are shown in Table I. 
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